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Abstract

How do you use macro variables effectively in
batch?

This paper covers using the FSCALC procedure,
a feature of SAS/FSP® software, in batch mode.
I neluded is a guideline of when and how to set up
a batch FSCALC job.
Also covered is a
description of how to set up a spreadsheet to be
used for calculations and sending reports. Using
the special macro variables associated with some
of the screens, such as the FETCH screen, to
facilitate working in a batch environment is also
discussed.

There are many macro variables available that are
extremely handy for batch processing.
Pages
164-166 of the SASjFSP® User's Guide Version 5
Edition documents the macro variables for use
with the new spreadsheet specification screen,
the old spreadsheet specification screen, the
FETCH, CLEAR, INSERT, CONSOLIDATE, and
REPEAT
command
screens.
These
macro
variables allow you to define values for the
screens before the commands to execute the
screens are pushed to the command line. When
you issue a command in batch FSCALC, keep in
mind that you are actually going to the screen
that the command calls up.
For instance,
suppose you want issue the REPEAT command
from the program.
You are placed in the
REPEAT command screen and must push an END
command. to leave it. While you are creating the
commands to issue within a program, you should
visualize which screens you must enter and exit
so you can issue all of the appropriate commands.

When should you use FSCALC in batch?
You should consider using FSCALC .in batch
when you have a job that must be done
repetitively over small periods of time.
For
instance, you would probably want to set up
batch execution of FSCALC because you need to
consolidate several spreadsheets every month.
Any program that must be done every few days
or even monthly that requires the same action
every time is a prime candidate for batch
processing.

Macro variables are handy for those occasions
when you need to edit an existing spreadsheet
and run a certain program with it, or if you need
to issue the FETCH command as opposed to the
FETCH function. As you learn more about the
product you will realize the flexibility of having
these screens defined within the prpgram screen.
The following example shows how to use some of
these screens in the batch environment.

Another consideration is whether what-if analysis
needs to be done. Obviously if you are working
in batch, you will not be able to change the
values of the spreadsheet easily to do what-if
analysis.
In cases such as these, you are
probably better off working interactively.
How do you set up FSCALC for batch execution?

An Example

To set up for batch execution you first create
the spreadsheet(s) in interactive mode. FSCALC
debugging is much more efficient when done
interactively. It is preferrable to do the creation
and testing of the spreadsheets in the interactive
mode before attempting to issue the BATCH
option in the PROC FSCALC statement.

The following example describes how to set up an
initial spreadsheet that is used as the base for
the inclusion of a FETCHed data set. The data
set can have any variables and be any size and
the FETCH will still work successfully. After the
FETCH is completed, the REPEAT command is
issued to set any undefined cells in the
spreadsheet to a value of O. Calculations are then
performed on the data set and a report is sent.

Once you
have
the
spreadsheet
working
interactively, run the spread-sheet in a batch
job to verify there are no problems.
By this
time, the system should be bug free ahd no
problems should arise.
If any problems do
occur, rerun the spreadsheets interactively to
verify whether the problem is a global one,
regardless of the environment. The most useful
debugging tools are the MESSAGE_ and PAUSE
statements.
These statements can be used to
determine at what point in a program the
difficulties arise when you are using macros.
They can also be used to determine the exact
value of any temporary variables that are used in
the FSCALC program.

First, create the main spreadsheet in interactive
mode.
This spreadsheet is referred to as
MAIN.CALC and is shown below. The cells are
given an initial value of 0, but as we can see
later this is not really necessary as a REPEAT
will be done on any undefined cells. The cells
are defined to be function numeric cells since
calculations will be performed at a later date
using COL2 and ROW2.
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The program for MAIN.CALC is MAIN.PGM which

Once these values are given, you can run the
second spreadsheet. The reason for running
another spreadsheet is to execute a FETCH
command on the first spreadsheet, MAIN.CALC.
The spreadsheet, MAIN.CALC, must be in define
mode to execute the FETCH command because you
will be adding rows and columns to the
spreadsheet. You must use another spreadsheet,

is shown below.

c_nd ___ >

MAI •• PGJI

call1lfI'Put (·fllcuHI2',·lI.UM'':
clll 'JlIIJllrtt'fscoldl','PGK',;
call Iymplltt'tscold_','ua";

PGM.CALC, to push the FETCH command to the

first spreadsheet because it is in define mode.
The _COMMAND_ string is defined to place the
current spreadsheet, MAIN.CALC, into define
mode before editing PGM.CALC, the second
spreadsheet.
You must visualize the screen
where the EDIT command will put you. After
issuing the EDIT command, you will be placed
into the old spreadsheet specification screen
because you are attempting to edit an existing
spreadsheet, PGM.CALC. You want to enter the
spreadsheet screen to execute the program, so
an END statement is included in _COMMAND_ to
push past the old spreadsheet specification
screen and into run mode in the PGM.CALC
screen.

This program assigns a value to the macro
variables beginning with the prefix FSCOLD in
order to set up the old spreadsheet specification
screen for the inclusion of the next spreadsheet
screen. FSCOLD2 is the variable that informs
FSCALC whether it should be in run mode or
define mode.
The next variable, FSCOLD3,
indicates that the program to be run is called
PGM.
Finally, FSCOLD4 gives the program
extension. The values for FSCOLD4 are PGM,
blank.
The old
spreadsheet
EXE, or a
specification screen with the associated macro
variables is given below.

The next action takes place in PGM. CALC.
PGM.CALC now visually overlays MAIN.CALC, so
that if you are watching from a terminal,
MAIN.CALC cannot be seen. The JUMP command
can be used to get to this screen if necessary.
PGM.CALC merely exists to run the program
associated with it, so that we can push FETCH
into MAIN.CALC and serves no other useful
purpose in this example.
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Part
of PGM. PGM deals directly with the
execution of the FETCH command.
First the
macro variables associated with the FETCH
screen must be set up so that FSCALC knows
what is to be fetched and how it is to be placed
into the spreadsheet. The FETCH screen macro
variables all start with the prefix FSCFET. When
reading the document you should realize that
each macro variable is numbered according to its
position on the FETCH screen. If you do not
know what the value of the FETCH variable
should be, you can get into any spreadsheet
screen and issue the FETCH command. This
allows you to get into the FETCH screen and
determine the appropriate value for a particular
macro variable. When you have finished, issue
the CANCEL command to exit the FETCH screen.

PGII.CALC
COlllland .... >

.."

Define

COLl

The first FETCH variable given below is
FSCFET1, which describes the libref of the data
set to be fetched. This va riable can be left
blank if the libref is WORK and no previous value
has been assigned to the variable. The second
variable, FSCFET2, tells the actual data set to be
fetched. In this case, we are fetching a data set
called WORK. TEMP. The data set that is fetched
in this example will always be called WORK. TEMP
because these names are fixed permanently in
PGM. PGM for the call symput.

The main work of all of the program screens is
done in PGM. PGM. This program does the actual
execution of the FETCH and a su,bsequent
REPEAT to assign a value of 0 to any undefined
cells. The discussion of PGM. PGM is broken into
two parts so that detailed explanation of each
section can be given. The entire program is
displayed below.
PGH.PGH

FSCFET9 indicates the consolidation type. The 2
indicates that the type of consolidation is
REPLACE and that any variables with the same
row and column names will be replaced instead of
added or subtracted. The fetch type is indicated
by FSCFET10. In this instance the data set will
be merged instead of inserted. Since the type of
fetch is MERGE you will want to indicate the
location of the merge. You actually want the
data set to be brought in just after COL1, so for
FSCFETll and FSCFET13 you indicate ROW' as
being the first row and last row for the FETCH.
Macro variables FSCFET12 and FSCFET14 are set
to COLl.
The FETCH command screen, and
associated macro va riables, is given below.

Ccmnand ===>

'*
oall
Olt ll
c"u
call
tall
call
call
call

Part 1 of t.he

p~oqum

PGK.PGM

$,

"}'1IPllt(·f5~fetl','.o~k'l;

l}'laptlt('fscht2','telllP·);
I}'IaPtlt('Uoht9','2'J;
S'flllPtlt('Uchtl0','1'J;
sympat(' fscht 11' ,'ROW1');
syurput('fscht12','COL1'l;
symput{'fscfatll','ROW1·);
sympllt{'fScfetl~','COL");

-colllll1an<L.'jmap fQ~: fateh: enll; nd; jllmp hu:; n

pattu:

(contlnultd on next

sC~8en)

PITCH command Bernn

Lihuf: "scrn 1

(conttnuell

f~om

previous screen)
ID Varilbh:

,$

Put 2 of the program PGK.PGK

Passworll: "sCrE!')

Enter x for vaxilthl. nl.ctioD: USClgN
Entu X to truspos. dah ut: USCll'l$
Fust Oba: "SCltor7

Last Obs. "SCPB"8

Type Of Consolidation: "SCFET9 C1.ADD,2-REPt.\Cl,3.DU'FElIEHCBJ
fyP. of htcb: U'SCFt:"10 (1_HElIGE,2.IHSER'f)

.,

call symput('fScrptl','l'l;
c'~ll S}'IIIput(' fscrptZ', 'ROW1');
cdl sympllt('fscrptJ','COI.1');
call syzaPtlt ( 'fscrpt4' , 'ROI(2' );
call symPtlt! 'fscrpt5', 'COL2');
caU sympot(' fscrptE' " ');
call symplIt('fscrpt7',' ');
caU sympat('fscrptS','f'l;
call sympat('tscrpt12','n'1;
call symptltc'ncrptlS','w'l;
call symptlt(·fserpt17','O');
"all sympllt('fscrpt21','O'1;
call s'lmput('Ucrpt22','O'1;

If lIerll., S'pacify 1I1ock(optionall
First llow: USCrET11 Pirst Col ..."" U'SC:rET12

Lut row: iFSCr£'l'13

Last Col!."IIC, iPSCFETU

If Innrt, Specify Looation(optionalj

Location, u'SCrz'r1S
lIode: "$Cr8r16

_COlnlllan<L.' jump for; repeat; end; jump bac; can; rUO IIlajn2. e~e·
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(ColtIIIID nama i f not tra,,~poged,
ROW 0 ...... if tranJposed)

Now the FETCH is set to run.
Remember that
PGM. CALC is the spread-sheet that is currently
being run.
I n order to issue the FETCH
command on the correct spreadsheet, you must
first
jump
forward
to
the
MAIN.CALC
spreadsheet.
Once you have reached the
MAIN. CALC spreadsheet you are ready to issue
the FET,CH command. You must keep in mind the
sequence of screens while you are coding the
command,
and
issue
the
FETCH
in
the
appropriate spreadsheet screen.
The FETCH
command screen is the first screen you enter and
you will need to enter the END command to get
out of this screen. The second screen associated
with the FETCH command is the variable selection
screen.
In this instance, you are letting this
screen default so that all of the variables will be
brought into the spreadsheet. Issuing two END
commands will bring us successfully out of the
FETCH, and the data set will be brought into the
screen.

MAIN. CALC

Define
COL1
ROil'
ROW3
ROflll
ROilS
ROll6
ROll1
ROll2

Part 2 of the PGM. PGM statements are preparing
the REPEAT macro variables in order to issue the
REPEAT command.
All of the REPEAT macro
variables start with the prefix FSCRPT. The
first macro variable, FSCRPT1 informs FSCAlC
whether the repeat will take place on the cells or
on the row or column characteristics.
In this
case we are indicating that REPEAT is to take
place on cell values by typing in a 1 in the CAll
SYMPUT for that variable. If we wanted to issue
REPEAT on the column characteristics or row
characteristics, we would use the 2 or 3 to
indicate which we want to change.

Suppose that the following DATA step has been
issued and that this is the data set that is being
fetched into the spreadsheet.
DATA TIKE';
IHPUtABC;
CAIiIlS;

.., ,,, .,
,, ,, ,
"

COI.2

;
;

;

The next variable FSCRPT2 indicates the first
row, ROW1, of the block that is to be changed.
FSCRPT3 indicates the first column, COLl, of
the block. FSCRPT4 indicates the ending row of
the block is ROW2. FSCRPT5 indicates the ending
column is COl2.
You want to change any
undefined cells so the cell type, FSCRPT6, and
the data type, FSCRPT7, are left blank.
FSCRPT8 and FSCRPT12 are used to indicate the
data and cell type the cells are to be changed to.
In this instance you are changing the undefined
cells to be function numeric cells so that
calculations can be done on them.
FSCRPT16
indicates the format to be W with these new cell
definitions,
and
FSCPRT17 and
FSCRPT21
indicate that the decimal positions shown for
these cells will be zero.

Since the spreadsheet has been expanded to
include the columns Call and COl2, and the
rows ROW1 and ROW2, it will be necessary to
issue a REPEAT command to change any
undefined cells (shown below) to the value of
zero. To do this, JUMP back to the PGM. CALC
spreadsheet in order to set up the REPEAT
command. The final EXECUTE command pushes us
past the PAUSE statement so that you can start
on the next set of- program statements.

Finally, FSCRPT22 indicates the initial value that
is given to these changed function numeric cells.
You are assigning a value of zero to these cells
so that any calculations that are done will not be
influenced by these cells. The REPEAT command
screen and its associated macro variables are
given below.
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MAIN. CALC
neHne
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".,
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""'.

Cell type, (FSCllPTe

RO,,2

DatI tYJIe: I1'5CII;Pl'12

Color, IfSCRPT9
Attn (FSCRPTO

Fonat: IfSCRPT16

neo: "'SCRP!'17

lliformat, IrSCllPt20

Dec, iFSCRP!'21

ROuncI:
Just:
Cap',
Bida,
Patteru,
Prot,

RO'"
RO,,7

"SCII;Pl'I0
USCRHll
iFSCIIPl'14
,,"SCItPT1S
iPSCDT1.
"SCRn19

IlIlthl velva,
USCRPTU

MAIN2. PGM is a very small program.
Its main
purpose is to do very simple calculations and
then to issue the report. The calculations are
done on COLl and ROW2.

Now that the macro va riables for the REPEAT
command are set up, you are ready to execute
the commands. Again you are back in PGM.CALC
so you must jump forward to get into in
MAIN.CALC. After issuing the JUMP command
you are ready to execute the REPEAT command.
To exit the REPEAT screen, issue the END
command so that the REPEAT command is
completed. The spreadsheet is now ready for
calculations
but
PGM. CALC
is
no
longer
necessary for you to continue the execution of
MAIN.CALC. You will want to jump backward to
PGM.CALC and once you have returned to this
screen issue the CANCEL command to cancel
PGM.CALC and return to MAIN.CALC. Finally,
issue the RUN MAIN2.EXE command in order to
associate the new program with old MAIN.CALC
spreadsheet.

The COMMAND_ variable contains the command
to bring up the report screen called MAIN. Once
it is up you want to SEND the report, then FREE
it. Finally, issue an END statement to exit the
REPORT command screen, and then issue the
command CANCEL to get out of MAIN.CALC.
Your report will be sent to the printer and the
MAIN.CALC spreadsheet will be set to its original
form. MAIN2, PGM is shown below.
HAIN2.PGK

COlBllnd ••• ,.

Colhl\llll( of col1 __ co12 I:
rcvhlUII{of row1--row21;

PGM. PGM probably can be compressed so that it
is only a series of CALL SYMPUTs setting up
both the FETCH and REPEAT commands, then
issuing one _COMMAND_ statement, but this type
of programming may be confusing. Using two
_COMMAND_ statements and separating the CALL
SYMPUTs makes following the code a little easier
when you have to review it at a later time.
Now that the two previous program screens have
been run and the REPEAT and FETCH have been
accomplished, the spreadsheet will appear as
follows.
You are now ready to do the
calculations on the spreadsheet and send your
report.

Given
below
MAIN.REPORT,
report .
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report
screen,
is
the
which is used to send the

t·.

U.IT
nIT
nIT
PROC

PSCo\LC Report speciUeeUon

rSCOLD2"RIlH;
rSCOLD3"'MAIH;
neOLD4 a U.;
rsCALC C"libut .cataloq.IlAZIil.CA.LC BArCH; RUN;

Report Title:
Report ROl1ting lIIfor .... tion:
rorm Name: !!AIII
(Requiu4)
Pileref, ..•••.•• (Optiollal)

+--------- -- ----------- -----+
I Hote,
I

YOU ar. In Report I
Specification Kode I

Report contrOl tnformltion:
Convert all 11pllab"tlc text to apparcase, _
Ignore user pagination: _
Center tezt on paga, _
Optional
Global
C011111111
ROW

Report
Title:
Title:
utIe:

fields,
_
l'ege NOI _
_
Date: x
_
Tillie: X

Left-Jastify ""g:e tnfo, _
Data Format: DAn:7.
Tille ForQlat, TIIII8.

(continued on nezt sereel1)

(continued from prevtous SCreeD)

Conclusion

Title Rows:
ID Colllllllls:
III Rows:
Footnotes:
Scroll I'ORWARD '1'0 Vie .. bn;e Selection Serun.
Ent.r CAlfCEL '1'0 Abort Report Seneration.
hnq. s.lection:
Scroll BACKWARD '1'0 View Previous
ROWS: ••••••••••••••••••••••••.. " ••••••• , ••.•.•••••••••••.••••••••••••

Running an FSCALC program in batch mode is a
process that can save you time and trouble since
it allows you to issue a batch job instead of
running everything interactively.
There are
several things to consider in doing FSCALC
batch jobs.
1. You should consider using FSCALC in batch
when you have spreadsheets that must be
run in the same manner time after time
during the year.

COU:

2. When you set up an FSCALC spreadsheet for
running in batch, you should first have it
running
smoothly in
interactive
mode.
Debugging
FSCALC
p rag ram
code
interactively is much simpler than in batch.

Use Slull (II TO Indicate page llreaks witllln Range selections.

Keep in mind that until this point you have been
doing
everything
mentioned
above
within
interactive FSCALC. Once you have everything
working interactively, you are ready to execute
the statements in batch. MAIN. CALC has been
stored in define mode, so that unless you specify
the old specification screen, you will never run
MAIN.EXE.
You can set up the following
program to run this FSCALC example in batch.

3. Consider using the reserved macro variables
that allow you to define screens for such
commands as FETCH, CONSOLIDATE, and so
on. These macro variables can be invaluable
for batch execution.
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